
COMMERCIAL OFFER of «BELGIDROMASH» FLC 
 

№ Требования Краткая информация 

1. Full name of the enterprise, year 

of foundation, UNP (Payer’s 

Account Number) 

Full  Liability  Company  «Belgidromash»,  since  2001, 

UNP (Payer’s Account Number): 490086206 

2. Types of activity Production, engineering and modernization of control and 

regulating hydraulic equipment and electrohydraulic 

control systems for mobile industrial equipment – 

roadbuilding, excavation, communal, load-lifting and 

weight-handling machinery, forestry and geological 

exploration machines and mining equipment. 

Production of bench test and process equipment (including 

railway and metro). 

3. Goods / services, 

offered for export 

(including customs code, or 

Code of the goods in the 

commodity nomenclature) 

- hydraulic directional valves (including proportional 

control), customs code 8481201009; 

- control & regulating hydraulic units (incl. proportional), 

customs code 8481805990; 

- safety hydraulic valves, reducing hydraulic valves (incl. 

proportional), customs code 8481409009, 8481109908, 

8481309109; 

- hydraulic lock valves (customs code 8481309908); 

- throttling valves (customs code 8481708508); 

- flow control valves (customs code 8481201009); 

- split streams valves (customs code 8481201009); 

- hydropneumatic accumulators (c.code 8479899708); 

- hydraulic joysticks (blocks of remote control), 

customs code 8481805990; 

- electrohydraulic control systems of hydraulic drives of 

machines, customs code 8481805990. 

4. Availability of certificates, 

special permissions, licenses 

Products and activities of «Belgidromash» are not subject 

to mandatory certification, regulation and licensing. 

5. Possibility of warranty and 

service abroad 

There are trade and service representatives in the Russian 

Federation and Ukraine. 

6. Countries: 
- where goods of 

«Belgidromash» are currently 

sold; 

- potential partners. 

- Belarus, Russia, Ukraine, Kazakhstan; 

- Interested in further development of sales in Belarus, 

Russia, Ukraine, Kazakhstan, as well as other countries of 

the near and far abroad. 

7. Base prices Base prices are contractual; prices are calculated on the 

basis of purchase prices of materials and components, as 

well as taking into account the market of this product. 

8. Scope and conditions of delivery 

(minimum / maximum batch, 

shipment, storage) 

Minimum batch is 1 piece. 

Maximum Batch: calculated based on production 

opportunities and required production dates. 

Delivery conditions, transportation costs, logistics: 

contractual, specified according to «INCOTERMS». 



 

9. Terms of sale of products 

(direct negotiations, tenders, 

through the exchange) 

Direct  negotiation,  direct  delivery  or  delivery  through 

sales representatives. 

10. Postal address, telephone, 

website, e-mail 

(English-speaking contact 

person) 

246010, Republic of Belarus, Gomel, Tekstilnaya str., 

3a/10 

Tel./fax: +375 (232) 31-01-26, 29-33-03, 29-33-04 

E-mail: bgm2001@mail.ru 

Website: www.bgm2001.com 

Instagram: @belgidromash_gidravlika  

11. Additional information, 

comments 

Individual approach to each customer. 

It is possible to refine existing samples products of 

«Belgidromash» for specific specialized equipment 

according to the Customer's technical assignment. 

It is possible to develop analogues of products of other 

manufacturers of hydraulic equipment. 
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